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creative new music in the San Francisco Bay Area.
In addition to our comprehensive listing of upcoming
events, we publish articles and reviews about local

A reporter/shift review of the
first Oakland Sound/Shift at
21 Grand, Jan 10-11, 2003.

music and the people who create it. We talk about a
wide range of modern music, including: experimental,
improvised, noise, electronic, free-jazz, outrock, 21st
century compositions, and sonic art. Each month, 1000

Matt Davignon, Ernesto Diaz-Infante, Tom Djll,
David Slusser. Photos by Aaron Ximm.

copies of the Transbay are mailed to individuals and
hand-delivered to over 45 performance venues and
public locations throughout the Bay Area. Pick one up
at the next show you attend!
Your kind donations help keep the Transbay alive and
growing. Please send checks [payable to “Transbay
Music Calendar”] to: Transbay Accounting, 545 Valle
Vista #4, Oakland, CA 94610.
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Please visit our web site or contact us directly for more
information about getting your FREE subscription,
submitting content, listing an event, advertising, viewing
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hoarding spent fuel rods wherever we go
Matt Ingalls
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1855 Haight Street, San Francisco
Submission deadline for the March 2003 issue is February 15th.
Please send Quick Calendar events separately in the proper format.

jack wright & the quartet that got away
jack wright - saxophones, clarinets

Rent Romus
Tom Djll
Scott Looney
John Lee
David Slusser
Jim Ryan
Ernesto Diaz-Infante
Tom Duff. I stand corrected.

tom djll - trumpet, prepared trumpet
matthew sperry - contrabass, toys
garth powell - percussion, saw, etc.
Monday, Feb. 17, 8pm @ TUVA Space, 3192 Adleine, Berkeley. Adm. $10.
Right near the Ashby BART station. Look for “ANT” storefront where the streets merge.

On Friday and Saturday Jan 10-11,
2003, 21 Grand played host to the first
Oakland Sound/Shift, a concert concept
(borrowed from Baltimorean John Berndt)
wherein overlapping groups of musicians
precede and succeed each other onstage,
making continuous music for up to eleven
hours. Matt Davignon was principal producer
of the Sound/Shift. The following incomplete
and highly subjective report was collected from
the impressions of four participants.
Slusser: I missed Skincage and LX
Rudis. I arrived Friday evening to hear Hans
Fjellestad, Marcos Fernandes and Tom
Dimuzio in full swing, undaunted by the as
yet sparse showing. I figured they had either
built up a good head of steam or were trying to attract some customers to the neighborhood with loud denstiy. This electronic
trio had a lot of resources and deployed
them well, in that they found ways to separately work different areas of the sound spectrum. I was a little concerned when our less
high tech (except for Looney’s laptop) and
decidedly mellower electronic trio had to
start playing along in a sextet. Since we didn’t use the PA, the spacing and localization
of our amps made the mix a little more
coherent. I was very pleased that at the
appointed time, administered by Matt
Davignon so well and cheerfully, Dimuzio,
Fernandes and Fjellestad immediately started integrating our initial forays and scaling
back to make room for six, and lowering
their volume some. The challenge was to find
a range and timbre that was complimentary
(as opposed to supplementary) to make an
addition to the proceedings. There were
some pairings of roles and some dialog, but
still no audience to speak of.
Djll: Fjellestad, Fernandes (from San
Diego’s Trummerflora collective) and
Dimuzio were just packing up when I
arrived, and the baton was being passed to
Scott Looney, Len Paterson, and Dave
Slusser. Slusser was hidden behind a tower

Two aspects of the ambidextrous Matt Davignon, chief instigator of Oakland Sound/Shift

of speakers, but, amusingly recalling some
Buster Keaton set-piece, his hands were
visible, wobbling Merlin-like around one of
his Theremin antennae. The music was
yawpy and lurching, sometimes screeching,
sometimes sighing. Paterson had his guitar
triggering non-guitar sounds, putting some
melody into the mix. Either Looney or Slusser,
or both, shredded some funny samplings of
movie dialogue towards the end, by which
time Toyoji Tomita and I took the stage as
2/3 of BRASSIOSAURUS (Ron Heglin was
unable to perform, due to illness.) Unlike
some groups of electronicists I’ve played
with, the trio was sensitive to, and supportive
of, the acoustic instruments. When they
unplugged and we had to continue the music
as a trumpet-trombone duo, it felt, as Toyoji
said, “Like jumping off a building.” Eventually,
at the appointed time, we were joined by
Bob Marsh and Dina Emerson...
Slusser: Marsh used a harmonizer on
his voice and became more of an ethereal
choral foil to Emerson’s untreated encyclopedia of vocal technique. They worked
seamlessly, aided by the natural difference
in their ranges and a good sense of give
and take. Watching Bob’s concentration
and gestures as he pulled his phrases from
who-knows-where added a nice visual counterpart. When Eric Koehnl and Matt
Davignon joined them on electronics, Dina’s
voice got some treatment, in a way helping
to integrate the incoming trio (not that her
dulcet pipes needed any processing), with
the versatile Jeff Hobbs nicely rounding out
the ensemble sound on contrabass.

Djll: When I returned from dinner at
about 10:00, the Yellow Chair Ensemble
was in full cry, filling the room to capacity
with decibels. I made my retreat to the street,
along with Dan Plonsey, and we improvised
an experiment based on his theory that “Any
music can sound good if you listen to it at the
proper distance.” At about half a block
away on the opposite street-corner, his theory
coalesced, and what sounded like The Utter
Definition of Wanking inside the gallery
became, well…listenable, if not exactly
sublime. It improved even more when Alan
Leschuza was allowed a birdlike solo on his
Eb clarinet while the rest of the players quit
the stage. When Ernesto Diaz-Infante, Rent
Romus, and David Kendall filled the slots
downstage, a hypnotic zombie groove took
hold. EDI strummed a micro-detuned chord,
Romus teased battery-operated thingamabobs, Kendall provided friction with sounds
coming from an acoustic bass guitar, laptopfucked, and feedback-stretched. Maybe it
was merely the gallon of green tea I imbibed
with my sushi, but the music magically shifted into that place where time is on vacation
and space glitters with aural tinsel and colored lights. At the point where this trio started to really hit on all cylinders, Dan Plonsey
and Gino Robair slyly infiltrated, Plonsey on
spindly oboe, Robair on ??? hidden behind
suitcases. The duo between Dan and Rent
was especially plush, with the two of them
carrying on a cottony conversation couched
in Ben-Websterish fooph-ph-ings. Bob Boster
ascended the stage with his cd-scratcher and
continued on p. 4

Review/Shift

Wadada Leo & Steve:
New Langton Arts, San
Francisco, January 18, 2003
Michael Aubin

sunday february 9 8:15p

MicroFestival
ofExperimental
Vocal
Performance
II
sunday february 16 8:15p
a

with Aurora Rising,
Tom Bickley, Joe Zitt,
Ron Heglin, and others...

Bhob
Rainey

The Boston-based
saxophonist's
"reductionist"
approach to
his instrument has been
heralded as "the future of
improvised music" by critics &
musicians alike. Do not miss his
Only Bay Area Solo Event!
sponsored in part by Meet The Composer

ACME Observatory

contemporary music series

@ tuva space 3192 adeline berkeley ca
http://sfsound.org/acme.html
acme@sfsound.org 510.649.8744
8:15pm promptly
$zero to $20 sliding scale
1 block from ashby bart

“A duo is two people playing together,
playing something. Some people think a duo
means something is missing. But nothing is
missing. Quite the contrary.” That’s a paraphrasing of what trumpeter/composer
Wadada Leo Smith said, very quietly, to the
appreciative audience at the end of the 50minute performance. He was right.
I had been curious as to what sort of collaborators, if any, Leo would have at this performance. After all, he’s done jazz, improv,
international, and more. I would not have
been surprised to see a Powerbook or two,
since his recent CD Luminous Axis features
Leo on electronics in addition to his horn,
with additional digital input from John
Bischoff, Chris Brown, and Tim Perkis. This,
however, was an unplugged evening. Leo’s
partner was local drum wizard Steve Smith.
Trumpet and drums, an unusual combo not
often attempted to the best of my knowledge.
Steve worked on a smallish but expressive
drum kit with sticks, brushes, mallets, and his
hands. Leo stuck to his horn. They played
Leo’s composed pieces and left plenty of
room for improvisation.
Some of the pieces began with highpowered trumpet blasts, but more often they
started with Leo’s horn muted; the man
hunched over, dreadlocks dangling, aiming
his axe straight down at the floor, growling
quietly into the mouthpiece. Steve usually
began by laying down a gently rolling
percussion pattern or occasionally something a bit funkier. Then the players invariably kicked the action up bit by bit to higher
levels, until eventually Leo was firing off
www.bayimproviser.com/mockracy.htm

The
Smiths
rapid flurries of high sweet tone and Steve
was whirling madly across his kit. A couple
of times they stopped on a dime and went off
in a different direction; evidently the music
stands in front of them weren’t merely for show.
There were a few drum solos, during
which Leo would stand nearly motionless
stage right, nodding his head slightly.
Sometimes I got the impression that Steve
was a bit too eager to grab the spotlight and
show off his considerable bag of tricks, but I
can’t complain too much. He was in great
form, and I did enjoy his playing. Anyway,
whenever the music needed him he was right
back where he was supposed to be. So it all
worked out fine.
TOM

DJLL

PRESENTS:

WEAPONS OF MASS DYSFUNCTION
ORCHESTRAL COALITIONS, COLLUSIONS & COLLISIONS AMONG:

Shiurba’s 5x5
Emergency String Quartet

Brassiosaurus
Plonsey’s Popsicle Sticks

with Jack Wright, Morgan Guberman, Toyoji Tomita, Bob Marsh, Dina Emerson, Scott Looney,
Mike Pukish, Jonathan Segel, Kyle Bruckmann, ma++ ingalls, Myles Boisen, Dick Cheney, etc., etc.

February 28

8pm

$12.
Plus: door
prizes,
ballots,
and ¡fun!

Oakland Metro
201 Broadway near Jack London Square www.oaklandmetro.org
a co-production by ArTsar and Daniland Productions www.daniland.com/productions/
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cont’d from p. 1

the final trio of Boster, Plonsey and Robair
carried on for another thirty-seven minutes,
most of which was amazing, envelope-pushing hilarity. It proved that improvisation can
be dead serious—downright dangerous—
and still keep a listener in stitches. Gino
showed off his virtuosity on ‘floor,’ Plonsey
sang and/or cycle-breathed lots of ‘proto-ElCerrito-gamelan-jazz,’ or something melodically analogous to it, while Boster played
tricks with pre-recorded samples of his partners—I thought for sure he was sampling
them then and there. Then...the end.
Confused applause: You mean, we make the
noise now? Gadfly Dan quipped, “I’d like to
thank all the bands that opened for us...”
EDI: I had this nagging cold and I had
taken a johnny space cake earlier in the
evening to remedy my melancholia. All I can
remember is a beautiful throbbing cacophony
from the Yellow Chair crew. I just didn’t
know what to do—so just sat back and
enjoyed it, being in the moment. Then, like a
passage from Andre Breton’s Mad Love,
things fell into place. Rent and Dan’s lyrical
duos flowing like Waltman, Kendall and
Gino’s contrapuntal textural magic...I just
pulled away to listen, to take it all in and
then return with a simple Jandek-esque
microtonal acoustic guitar strumming.

Chris Cory

Matt: Saturday’s eleven-hour stretch
started with the talented noisemakers of
CMAU, who create homebuilt instruments
out of junk and combine the sounds with laptop processing to make top-notch ambient
noise music. Following was another nice
noise set, with Sebastopol’s Chris Cory
(wind controller, radio & sampler), Ven
Voisey (field recordings & found objects),
Stephen Ruiz (field recordings & computer)
and Ernesto Diaz-Infante (guitar). It was one
of those sets that was highly interactive, but
hard to tell which sounds were coming from
where. A few hours later, we had the surprise of a “groove” set, with Max Valentino
from Tehachapi, California on bass guitar
with loops, Jon Wagner on electronically
graced drums, Baltimore’s Eric Franklin on
light-activated theremin, and Ian Yeager on
guitar.
Slusser: I arrived on Saturday as guitarist Ian Yeager finished his overlap and gave
way to the trio of Max Valentino (bass guitar &

loops), Jon Wagner (traps & percussion) and
Eric Franklin (Photo-Theremin). (Electric pianist
Thollem McDonas was MIA.) Valentino prepared his bass strings and processed, so they
traveled the electro-acoustic spaceways as
well as more Earth-bound “band” possibilities.
I found the set very refreshing, for they played
my favorite game of going in and out of genres and morphing or hybridizing them, an
uncommon approach in these parts lately.
I was moved up to start next with guitarist
Ron Thompson and cellist Jessica Catron in an
overlap with the above. I certainly enjoyed the
interchange, but remember sweating it in the
effort to make it all an equitable exchange.
There were some unexpected, beautifully lush
happenstances when the Armageddon String
Ensemble first joined us. String players Patty
Liu, A.L. Dentel, Cheryl Leonard, and Tim Blue
were able to weave right in to a totally natural
expansion of our string based sound. We
quickly changed in fear of Montovanti and
explored more dissonant realms with Bob
Boster rounding out the Armageddon group
with his electronic rig. Their set on their own
showed a lot of interrelated playing, with Bob
adding what sounded like string based samples in an interesting expansion of the traditional format. Cory Thrall and Jared Butler, as
darph/nadeR, worked their way into the next
overlap fairly successfully. One sneaked in
with deep processed feedback from an electric
(bass?) guitar, clutched rather eccentrically,
while the other, in the guise of a somewhat
crazed rockabilly, pecked an acoustic guitar at
a mic, also not in the normal playing position.
The transit worked, paralleling the strings and
Boster’s activities. As it went on, the guitar mic
slowly slipped down, and its player, growing
more determined, followed it down to the
floor, keeping up a kind of desperate momentum in the process. From here through the exit
of Armageddon and the entrance of synth
player Andre Custodio the set followed an
obsessive, noisy trajectory.
The next group I caught (hours later) was
Emily Hay (flute & voice), vocalists Anne Hege
and Joseph Zitt, with, I think, Jeremy Drake finishing out his set providing some pleasantly
odd accompaniment on “tabletop” guitar.
They generally had a calm, unified, ‘chamber’
sound, with Drake—and later guitarist Ezekiel
Talbot—providing the instrumental underpinning, the vocalists weaving through and
around each other. I didn’t catch much flute,
but Emily Hay displayed a wide palette of
vocal techniques and used them imaginatively.
All three singers provided support and
exchange in dreamy congruent cycles. The
singers’ standing pose imparted a certain
poise to the proceedings. Joseph Zitt brought
his encyclopedia of styles with echoes of
past traditions while Anne Hege applied herself to integrating Talbot’s 12-string guitar
contributions into the vocal ensemble.
The low key, static flavor continued for the
rest of the evening, as Tom Bickley, on bass(?)
recorder and short wave, and Lance
Grabmiller on laptop joined Zitt, Talbot and

Hege. I expected Tom Bickley to continue the
vocal trio format, as he’s a known singer, but
instead, he joined Grabmiller in accompanying the others with minimal, space-paced gestures. Then it was just Joe Zitt with Lance and
Tom. Grabmiller was doing double duty, at
times processing Bickley’s mic, while providing
the best use of the stereo sound field from his
laptop samples that I heard at the event. It
ended on a quiet note as Tom and Lance finished out as a duet.

Gimme
Moe!

Djll: On Saturday evening, I walked
into the middle of what looked to be a
love-in spread out on the floor, but it was
only SKIZMS. They were joined by Scott
Hill on soprano and clarinet, and, with a
big floor tom slathered in bumper stickers
filled with a portable sound-toy junkyard,
the inimitable Moe! His slot turned out to
be the show-stealer, no surprise. Moe!’s a
bouncy offspring of crossed genes—Gene
Krupa and Gino Robair. Skittering hands
all over the place, bowing this, bowing
that, flailing whippety sheets of copper
(that had him taking time out to examine
his palms for lacerations), scraping, blowing, throwing. I waited in pleasurable suspense for the drum that was his operating
table to fall clattering off the stage, but it
never quite happened. Then Moe! picked
up a busted toy raquet, bowed it, put the
bow and his arm through the plastic
membrane, dis-membrane’d it with arm
and foot, arriving at a hilarious bondage
pretzel-pose with one leg going sky-ways.
A while later, toward the end of the set, he
pulled a similar stunt with the big drum,
sawing out the head of it and putting his
own head inside, becoming a blind drumman with a searching bow-feeler poking out
the top. He managed to get off the stage
this way, drum closing off his head and
arms, robot-bouncing off the walls, then
commenced a stumbling tour through the
rows of seated audience-folk. And after
that, everything else that happened
Saturday night was forgotten.
EDI: I’d like to thank everyone involved
with Sound/Shift Oakland: local and out-oftown performers, audience, volunteers, and
21 Grand. Especially a BIG thanks to
Matt Davignon—who did most of the
work—and John Berndt from Baltimore, who
came up with the Sound/Shift concept. Let’s
all work a Shift next year!
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February Quick Calendar
Sun 2/2 8p Studio Theater [UC Davis]

Wed 2/19 8p $10-15 The LAB [2948

Empyrean Ens: Wilkes/Chen/Davis/George/

16th St, SF]

Faust/Galperin/Wheeler

Clarinet MonsterSeries: Beth Custer and

Sun 2/2 8p $10 TUVA [3192 Adeline,

Miya Masaoka

Berk]
Damon Smith Quintet and Invocation Trio
Tue 2/4 26Mix [26th&Mission, SF]
v.v, N.F.A.W., and others

Thu 2/20 8p $6-10 Luggage Store [1007
Market, SF]
Adam Simmons and Helena Espvall-Santoleri
Fri 2/21 8p $10-15 The LAB [2948 16th

Fri 2/7 8p $20 Yerba Buena [SF]

St, SF]

Rova and guests perform Steve Lacy's

Clarinet MonsterSeries: Beth Custer and Miya

Saxophone Special

Masaoka Workshop [FREE workshop/perform-

Fri 2/7 8p $10/5 Meridian [545 Sutter,

ance for clarinet, koto, gu-zeng, dulcimer, and

SF]

zither players—show up 5p]

Sara Schoenbek - bassoon and Ellen Burr - flute

Fri 2/21 $15-55 8p Paramount [21st &

2/7&8 8p Zellerback [UC Berk]

Broadway, Oak]

Merce Cunningham Dance: Kronos & Cage

OaklandEBSymph: Michael Kaulkin's "Misterium

2/7-9 MOMA [SF]

Tremendum"

23five's "Activating the Medium" Festival

Sat 2/22 8p $10 Jazzschool [2087

Sat 2/8 8p $20 Yerba Buena [SF]

Addison, Berk]

Rova: John Coltrane's Ascension

Composer Portraits: Jerome Kitzke

Sun 2/9 8p $zero-20 ACME [3192

Sun 2/23 7.5p $8/10 SIMM [116 9th,

Adeline, Berk]
A Microfestival of Solo Vocal Performance II
Mon 2/10 7.5p FREE Mills EnRm [5000
MacArthur, Oak]
CHRISTINA KUBISCH: The premiere sound artist

SF]
Adam Simmons
Mon 2/24 8p $18 1stUnitChurch [SF]
SFContempPlayers: Dusapin/Schnittke/Hui

discusses her recent work

Tue 2/25 Great American [859 O'Farrell,

Tue 2/11 8p $18/12 Green Room [401

SF]

VanNess, SF]

2 Foot Yard, Scott Amendola Band, and Good

ComposersInc: Baker/Greenberg/Higdon/

for Cows

Karchin/Thow/Walsh

Wed 2/26 8p $10-15 The LAB [2948

Wed 2/12 8p $10-15 The LAB [2948

16th St, SF]

16th St, SF]

Clarinet MonsterSeries Workshop: Beth Custer

Clarinet MonsterSeries: Clarinet Thing
Thu 2/13 8p $6-10 Luggage Store [1007
Market, SF]
Recursive Heretics and Left Coast Improv Group

and Fred Frith
Thu 2/27 8p $6-10 Luggage Store [1007
Market, SF]
Smoper and Mr. Meridies

2/14-15 8p $10 Mills College [5000
MacArthur, Oak]

Fri 2/28 8p $12 Oakland Metro [201

Kazue Sawai

Broadway, Oak]

Sun 2/16 8p $zero-20 ACME [3192
Adeline, Berk]

Tom Djll's Weapons of Mass Dysfunction: music
for orchestra

Bhob Rainey, solo saxophone

Fri 2/28 8p $10-15 The LAB [2948 16th

Mon 2/17 8p $10 TUVA [3192 Adleine,

St, SF]

Berk]

Clarinet MonsterSeries: Beth Custer and Fred

Jack Wright, Matthew Sperry, Garth Powell,

Frith Workshop [FREE workshop/performance for

Tom Djll quartet

clarinetists/guitarists—show up 5p]
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26Mix,

1.7.03

Tom Djll

[Under the Radar @ 26 Mix, 26th and
Mission, SF] When I get there at 10 pm or
so Ernesto, who’s supposed to hit at nine, is
still lounging at the bar with Dina Emerson
and John Lee. I’m starving, so naturally I
order a Sierra Nevada and start wolfing
down some pretzels (big help). Gonna be a
late night. The set I’m in is supposed to be the
closer. But the stars must come first—
WOBBLY and SAGAN.
10:10. Now Ernesto Diaz-Infante and
Lance Grabmiller are jangling. EDI’s
acoustic guitar—amplified, of course—
blows combobblious chunks of distorted
chordo mess, putting the rhythmic oomph
into this set. Instead of ‘developing’ his
sound, he schticks to his sonic guns. Changk!
Changa-Changa-CHANGA-CHANK!!!
Lance is fluffing up a spiky pillow of cutup
beats and sonic ketchup. Changka CHANGANGK! Hey, Tim Perkis is here. There’s Carl
Stone! Man, I’d be stagefrighty if these gunslingers were in my audience. Some tall,
lanky dude with wet-noodle hair is hippydancing. Groovy. I like this scene, even if I
do feel really out of place. Maybe I can be
a groovy glitch-hop beat-head too?!
11:15 WOBBLY is setting things straight.
Here’s a fellow in control of his tools and his
content. He’s got some body language
going: he makes funny little faces, like a jazz
drummer. He puts some English on his miniature movements, twirling those knobs in a
funky kinda way. (Thomas Lehn can really
take this into the realm of spectacle.) For
visual spectacle, live-video artist Sue Dean is
moving around clippings and cutouts of the
Bush-baby from browned-out newspapers
over a backlit platen, which is displayed on
the wall behind. She has some kind of live
manipulation going via software, so that the
images chatter and jump around like one of
those stop-animation movies of bug warfare.
It’s the perfect side-dish, along with the Boris
Karloff/Mummy movie silently playing out
on the three TV monitors around the room
and the shadows of pool-players thrown
against the back-curtain. Oh, and the mirrorball, too, spinning over the center of the
stage-area. And the simply fascinating people-watching. Now the hippy-dancing dude
is sitting in one of the plush red booths, hooting like a foghorn whenever there’s a quiet
bit. His friends, a trio of tipsy girlies, are
endlessly amused.
One of the salient features of laptopic
music that is subliminally disturbing is that the
spectator, more often than not, can’t tell who
is doing what with which, even in a solo performance like WOBBLY’s (Yeah, but he’s not
using a laptop, either). That old ‘Erasure of
Causality’ thang (a tip of the old beaner to
Kim Cascone). The geek in me wants to
know; it’s not quite enough to just sit back
and enjoy the ride. Even live analog electronics shows offered some clues: a white

male twisted a pot, and a frequency zoomed
into the stratosphere. Presto—causality!
Yaay!
WOBBLY’s an expert at trompe l’ear.
His samples debut in the mix so fast and on
top of each other and warped out of shape
like sloppy squirts of toothpaste all over a
mirror. Other times he’s happy to wipe out
the entire wide-spectrum mix he’s spent the
previous several minutes cooking, and let the
sound of, say, a Mantovani harp rhapsody
just hang out there in empty space, as plain
and pretty as a pool of cold lard on a platter.
This kind of effect is surely not new, but it
works. I think immediately of Miles’ Rated X,
although this imp of the musical perverse has
much deeper roots: recall that moment in
Beethoven’s Op. 106 in the scherzo, where
the master flings off a Ludovican self-parody,—
swirling, angst-laden runs and minor mods,
capped with a silly up-your-keyboard gliss
and a “boi-oi-oing” tritone tremolo, the aural
equivalent of flipping the bird. Or that bit in
the final movement of Bartok’s 5th string
quartet, about six minutes in, where Bela
seems to’ve composed himself into a
dramatic corner, and suddenly it all stops
and that simpering, treacly Budapest café
music comes oozing out of nowhere. Beyond
the parodic effects, these composers were
playing with their audiences’ expectations:
“Look at you, taking this shit so serious. Free
your mind and your ass will follow!”
Long about 12:00 there’s another
changing of the guard—pretty smooth, since
all the laptops are already laid out and
plugged in—and SAGAN takes the wheel.
They immediately crank the volume. Why?
It’s an anticlimax. They seem to want to take
things way too serious. Lots of ear-bleeding
hi-freq soundrills, longer jams, less variety,
more LOUD. Unlike during the previous set,
I find myself going back to talking with folks.
Somewhere after 1am...I’ve been playing
my horn for awhile, with Dina behind me and
Stephen Ruiz to the side and four, sometimes
five Powerbooks arrayed in front of me.
Fuckin’ Guns of Navarone or some shit?
We’re billed as the “all-stars.” Tch’yeah?! This
undisciplined allstar noise nails poingy stars
into the ears. Thought I would be ultra-cool
and put down my horn for a minnit, get out the
notepad and jot away while “onstage.” Most
of the audience is gone, except for boyfriends
and girlfriends of the players. Perkis and Stone
left sometime during SAGAN. Slusser hung on
for a bit, but I notice after a half hour or so his
chair’s empty. Ernesto’s way at the front of the
house, snoozing. No doubt my wan attempts
at Miles Davis-esque elegance in the midst of
the screech is lullabying him... Dina’s belting
out some really clear notes, by way of contrast to the wall o’ sound. Dude, did you say
notes? —That is soooo, like, twentieth century!
For a short bit, WOBBLY crawls into his
cockpit and messes shit up. Then he goes
away again and the digital clouds re-gather,
bellowing turgid thunder.

SFMOMA HOSTS
THE SIXTH ANNUAL

ACTIVATING THE
MEDIUM FESTIVAL
2003
February 7-9
The San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art (SFMOMA) joins 23five
Incorporated to present the Sixth
Annual Activating the Medium
Festival 2003. This year’s festival
presents performances, installations
and panel discussions from internationally recognized sound artists
exploring the expansive dialogue
between sound and architecture.
The festival will travel to four
other locations in California after
launching at SFMOMA.

Schedule
Performances
Friday, February 7
8 p.m., doors open at 7:00 p.m.
• Phyllis Wattis Theater
Performances by Leif Elggren, Infrasound,
Brandon LaBelle, Michael Gendreau
Saturday, February 8
2 p.m., doors open at 1:30 p.m.
• Phyllis Wattis Theater
Performances by Carl Michael von Hausswolff/
Leif Elggren and Achim Wollscheid

Installations
Friday–Sunday, February 7–9
11 a.m.–6 p.m. • The Schwab Room
Installation by Christina Kubisch

Panel Discussions
Saturday, February 8
3 p.m. • Phyllis Wattis Theater
Panel Discussion with: Leif Elggren,
Michael Gendreau, Christina Kubisch,
Scott Arford, Jim Haynes
and Achim Wollscheid.
Moderated by Brandon LaBelle
Phyllis Wattis Theater:
Performances and Panel Discussions
The Schwab Room:
Ongoing installations on view
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art
151 Third Street (between Mission
and Howard)
Where

Tickets
Friday performance: $12 general;
$10 SFMOMA members, students
with ID, and seniors.
All other events are free with
Museum admission. Admission and
event tickets are available at the
Museum with no surcharge or
through www.ticketweb.com.
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